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Have you ever wondered why our 

cafe is called Tony’s Place?  It’s a 

question I get asked every now and 

again. The yellow and black gloss 

sign has been a fixture and fitting 

of  WSC ever since we moved back 

into newly renovated building in 

the late 1990’s 

 

The cafe is named after Dr        

Anthony John  Whi te.  A           

Consultant Psychiatrist born in Croydon in 1948. After spending a short 

time in the RAF Tony decided his skills and personality were better suited 

to medicine. In 1976 he worried his family by deciding to sail the          

Atlantic. On Christmas Eve he called his family to say that he and his 

friends had reached Barbados safely in their small yacht. He liked it so 

much he stayed on in the Caribbean for a further year and worked as a   

locum ship’s doctor.  

 

From 1989 Tony was based in Durham and worked in our neighbouring 

County Hospital (as was)  He was also the husband of  our very own      

Erica Jones and father of  their daughters Natasha and Susannah.  

 

Sadly Tony was killed in a tragic cycling accident on the 2nd January 

1998. He was travelling between the County hospital and Primrose Lodge 

in Chester-le Street. The accident happened at Pity Me.  

 

 



In the words of  his brother Graham, who visited the centre back in early 

January on the 20th anniversary of  Tony’s death: 
 “Tony had an exceptional combination of  diligence, kindness, determination and 

competence. His life’s work as a doctor and his all-round magnanimity were great 

examples to us all. He was widely admired but never boasted; he was incapable of  

malice and had no enemies; he did whatever he could for anyone.” 

 

I have talked to many people at WSC who remembered Tony from the 

County Hospital and they have all mirrored Graham’s comments. His 

was greatly admired and respected by his patients. 

 

When visiting WSC Dr Tony White could often be found propping up 

the cafe counter and having a cuppa and a chat with people. It seemed  

fitting therefore to name it after him. WSC has a rich past and we are    

always keen to remember and honour those who have made their mark.  

 

We were hugely thrilled when his older brother Graham, who now lives 

in America, contacted us to ask if  he could visit. We were pleased to    

welcome him and I spent a wonderful 2 hours chatting to him and      

sharing the work of  the centre. It was obviously a very emotional          

occasion and I was very pleased that Graham felt that his brother Tony 

would have been proud of  all we do and continue to do. 

 

So next time you see the sign please remember the wonderful human    

being it honours. He was a most remarkable man.  

 

Ali Lee, Deputy Manager 



BEING CANNY TO EACH OTHER 

Waddington Street Centre is a community of  people who experience a 

range of  mental health issues. We have people who have: Depression, 

Schizophrenia, Bi Polar, Obsessive Compulsive Disorder, Eating         

Disorders, Personality Disorder, Schizoaffective Disorder, Generalised 

Anxiety Disorder, Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, Autism, Aspersers 

Syndrome, Attention Deficit Disorder, and mild learning disabilities. 

 

Some of  the systems or behaviours we experience as part of  these       

conditions mean that we sometimes struggle to: control or express our 

emotions, feel motivated to do things, make us fearful of  groups and    

people we don’t know. They can affect our attention span and ability to 

concentrate. Some people because of  their illness may take things more 

literally than others and need things to be explained more clearly.      

Sometimes they give us physical symptoms like twitches and ticks.    

Sometimes they or the medication make people feel tired. Sometimes we 

have routines and rituals that may seem strange to others but we do them 

because they help us to feel safe and calm. It can be very scary to hear 

voices or feel that someone is watching us. We might find it difficult to 

tell people how things really are for us because we are fearful of  how we 

will be seen. Sometimes people feel low and sad and hopeless but they 

don’t understand why, everybody wants them to cheer up but they just 

can’t.  

 

Everyone at Waddington Street is dealing with lots of  different things all 

at once and this can get really tiring. When we are tired or frustrated or 

angry or frightened we can do and say things we wouldn’t have if  we felt 

well. We have good days and bad days and sometimes it’s all just out of  

our control. What helps us is when people get that and understand that 

sometimes stuff  is just hard.  

 

Nobody asks to be ill. It happens for lots of  different reasons, often        

because people have had tough experiences in their lives. Sometimes they 

have been bullied or put down because of  who they are. 

 

  



Everybody is at Waddington Street Centre because they struggle, need 

support, need kindness, need someone to listen, need someone to          

understand, have interesting things to do and have some nice dinner. 

 

It is very important that we all respect one another. People at Waddington 

Street are amazing people because despite the difficulties they keep going. 

People keep going because they have self  determination and good support 

from staff  and peers. Waddington Street will always be a place where  

people have the right to change and move on in their lives and most      

importantly be who they are.  None of  us are perfect, everyone makes    

mistakes sometimes. Being a human being is difficult sometimes            

especially when we live in a world which can often seem unkind and     

unfair. All the more reason to be kind to each other here. Everyone has 

their struggles and difficulties so let’s just be canny to each other.  

 

Remember though, if  you are upset by the actions of  another please see a 

member of  staff. We want Waddy to be a safe and welcoming place for 

anyone who needs our help.  

 

Ali Lee, Deputy Manager 

Please Note 

 

The Centre will be closed on 

 

Thursday 22nd February  

 

Due to Staff Training 

 

Sorry for any inconvenience caused. 

CENTRE CLOSED 



TRIP TO MINERS GALLERY 

A visit to  the newly opened 

Bishop Auckland Mining Gallery 

saw a small number of  us marvel 

at the social history of  our  area. 

Exhibits by Tom McGuinness, 

Norman Cornish and Tom Lamb 

amongst others were on display as 

well as a short film exploring the 

themes of  the exhibition e.g. from 

‘Coal to Canvas’ to ‘Home and 

Family’. 

 

There was a wide variety of  styles 

and techniques on display          

including a work done with boot 

polish. Ali was on hand to answer any queries regarding art.  

 

Elizabeth’s interest stemmed from a family history in the mining industry.  

Jenny and Ian reminisced about times gone by. 

 

Towards the end of  the visit we talked about the miner’s invention for 

terms of  things—’bait’ was mentioned, ‘snap’ its referred to in Yorkshire. 

With bait mentioned it was       

decided we all needed some. 

 

Barbara 



WELCOME TO MY SCHOOL OF ROCK 

I’d just like to notify all members regarding the lesson I am currently 

teaching on the History of  Rock and Pop. Ali Lee asked me last term 

whether I would do an offshoot of  Mike Watts’ music appreciation class 

on a Thursday afternoon (recently this has been a less popular day for 

courses and attendance). I said I would but that I wanted to do something 

slightly different to the traditional Friday afternoon slot. I decided to try 

and find television series episodes regarding pop’s wide legacy on You-

tube. Unfortunately I couldn't track down a full series but it put me on to 

a documentary called “Soundbreaking”. Soundbreaking particularly put a 

focus on the producer’s role in rock and pop and as it had only aired on 

Sky I thought less people may have seen it. So I bought the dvd and 

watched all eight episodes, compiling roughly twelve to seventeen com-

prehension questions per programme. 

 

As anyone will tell you who knows me, I am a huge music fan with a 

wide breadth of  knowledge of  most genres. However, there were things in 

each episode which were new and interesting facts to me. Accompanying 

this was the bonus that every programme covered the years from the birth 

of  rock ‘n’ roll up to current times and genres, meaning there’d be some-

thing for neophyte and expert alike, from Beatle’s fans to hip hop and 

techno heads. 

 

The course has so far been well attended, everyone seems to be enjoying 

it and it has given rise to healthy debate on both worthy band omissions 

and the comparable quality of  different styles of  music. 

 

I have two more question and answer sheets (don't worry it’s not a test!) 

available and can always photocopy more, so anybody who wants to join 

this relaxed and welcoming class should feel free. It runs in the Seminar 

Room every Thursday from 1pm - 3pm and unlike the Jack Black starring 

film my School of  Rock doesn't conclude with us forming a band. Which 

is just as well because I have no musical ability whatsoever and was al-

ways lumbered with playing the Triangle in Music lessons at school. I 

hope this little summary of  the venture will whet the appetite of  Rock 

and Pop fans yet unaware of  it’s existence. 

Chris 



SENSIBLE SCRAN  

On Wednesday the 21st February our Sensible Scran club will resume   

after the Christmas break. All are welcome to come along to the café area 

from 3pm until 4pm every Wednesday. 

 

The group swap low fat healthy option, but tasty recipes as well as tips 

and tasters (optional) and also websites to visit for ideas for those on a 

budget or dietary requirements and how to shop smarter.  

 

The group is currently co run by Paula and Jacqui and Fergus  who also 

does weekly weigh ins for those who want to keep an eye on their weight 

(weigh ins are in the library and are private). 

 

CHICKEN AND CHORIZO 

Ingredients 

olive oil 

whole chicken thighs and drumsticks 12 

red peppers 2, sliced 

cooking chorizo 200g piece, cut into small 

chunks 

onion 1 large, roughly chopped 

garlic 4 cloves, crushed 

hot smoked paprika 2 tbsp 

chilli flakes 1 tsp 

chicken stock 1.3 litres 

paella rice 375g 

flat-leaf  parsley chopped to make 2 tbsp 

lemon 1, halved 

 

Method 

 

STEP 1 

Heat the oven to 180C/fan 160C/gas 4. Heat 4 tbsp oil in a very large 

wide shallow pan, season the chicken and brown it all over in batches. 

Remove the chicken then add the peppers and chorizo to the same pan 

and cook over a medium heat until the peppers begin to soften. 

 



STEP 2 

Add the onion and garlic and cook gently until the onion is soft. Stir in 

the paprika and chilli and cook for 1 minute, stirring, then add the 

chicken stock. Put the chicken pieces back, bring the stock to a simmer 

and cook, covered, over a gentle heat for 15 minutes. 

 

STEP 3 

Pour the rice all round the chicken and season – if  you don’t have a big 

enough pan, you can transfer everything to a roasting tin. Then put it in 

the oven and cook for 20-25 minutes or until the stock has been absorbed 

and the top is golden. Cover the dish with foil and leave to sit for 5     

minutes. 

 

STEP 4 

Scatter with the parsley and squeeze lemon juice over the top before    

serving. 

Tips about Toothpaste and Toothbrushes 

 

You don’t need to buy expensive brands to clean and protect your teeth, 

shop own brands can be just as good. 

Look for 

 Fluoride content more than 1225ppm 

 For sensitive teeth check contents for Potassium Nitrate 

 Change your toothbrush every 3 months 

 Brush for 2 minutes twice a day 

 

 

And don’t forget to have your 6 

monthly check-up at the dentists.  

USEFUL TIPS 



POETRY CORNER  

Definitions 
 

Youth 
 

(Rhyme) – s’truth  

Fun and games – maybe misleading 

Uncertainties and strictures 

Meeting new people 

Danger and excitement 
 
 

A Friend 
 

A partner in crime 

Comfort and solace 

‘Ami’ or ‘amigo’ 

Giving without asking for 

Anything in return 
 

 

The World 
 

I see it as a globe 

Blue for the sea 

Gold for the continents 
 

 

Bed 
 

Divan, mattress, futon 

A refuge from being barracked 

A resting place 

 
Lisa 



ART AROUND THE CENTRE 

Left: Gas mask John 

 

Below: Snowmen Hillary 

 



Above: Perspective Danny 

 

 

 

Left: Spaniel Joanne 

 



Above: Durham Gala, Bobby  

 

Left: Mermaid, Bethany  



COMPUTER SUITE 

The computer suite on the middle floor is a resource for everyone in the 

Centre to use to access the internet or to create a document. However if  

there is a course taking place in the room at the time could people not just 

walk in expecting to be able to use the computers as this is a course time 

and is for use by people on the course. If  you need to use a computer 

there is one available in the library on the ground floor and there are     

laptops that are also available.  

 

Also could any drinks that are brought into the room please be placed on 

the table in the centre of  the room away from the computers/laptops in 

case of  spillage which could damage the computers. 

Above Reeper, Hannah Game of  Thrones banner, 

Charlotte 



DID YOU KNOW? 

February has two important events which are often remembered by  

Members. But what are the origins of  Shrove Tuesday and Valentine’s 

Day? 

 

Shrove Tuesday, 13th February 

 

Pancake Day or Shrove Tuesday is the            

traditional feast day before the start of  

Lent on Ash Wednesday. Lent is the      

period of  forty days leading up to the   

Festival of  Easter which was traditionally 

a time of  fasting and penitence. The word 

“shrove” comes from the English word 

“Shrive” which means to get absolution or 

pardon for your sins by way of  confession. 

Thus Shrove Tuesday gets its name from 

the custom of  Christians being shriven    

before the beginning of  Lent. This was 

common in Anglo Saxon times. Today many Christians still prepare for 

Lent with a period of  self  examination when they consider their mistakes 

they need to repent and what amendments they need to make in life with 

God’s help. 

 

Why the custom of  pancakes? This dates from the sixteenth century 

where the rich foods, which were not allowed to be used up in Lent, were 

used up. Incidentally the meaning of  the French tradition Mardi Gras 

means Fat Tuesday referring to the custom of  eating rich foods on the eve 

of  Lent. The main ingredients of  the pancake are rich in symbolism.  

Eggs refer to creation, flour the staff  of  life, salt wholesomeness, and milk 

purity which are points of  significance for this time of  the Christian year. 

 

St Valentine’s Day, 14th February 

 

Today romance is celebrated on St Valentine’s day but who was St       

Valentine and why did he become associated with love? 



The legend is surrounded in mystery. The 

Catholic Church recognizes three saints 

called Valentine or Valentinus who were all 

put to death. For example one was a priest 

who defied Emperor Claudius 11 in the 

third century by marrying young couples 

when the emperor had banned young men 

for marrying. He realized the Imperial    

decree was unjust and was put to death for 

his actions. Other stories link Valentine to 

a priest who helped Christians escape from 

prison who fell in love with the jailer’s daughter when he was imprisoned 

for his actions. Tradition has it that  before his death he wrote a letter to 

this girl “From your Valentine” The truth of  this may be dubious but     

traditions like this made Valentine very popular.  

 

Edward Johnson, Volunteer 

Folk will know that every year three Duke University students from   

Durham, North Carolina come to the centre for a few weeks to see the 

work that we do and join in our activities over the summer period. Well, 

this year we have established a link through them with an organisation 

reasonably similar to us, Threshold, who support people through the 

work they undertake. We have through Duke student Beau, who you may 

remember, now established a pen pal arrangement with Threshold and 

are looking for people at Waddy who may want to have a penpal in the 

USA.. 

 

If  you would like to be a penpal and have some interesting contact with 

someone on the other side of  the ‘pond’ please speak to any member of  

staff  and we will arrange something with you. 

 

‘It's good to talk’ 

 

Steve Wakefield, Centre Manager  

PENPAL REQUIRED TO CORRESPOND  

WITH AMERICA! 



Hi, I'm Helen Fox and I've 

been a support worker at 

Waddington Street for 

nearly twenty years. I've   

recently returned to Waddy 

after a year off  and I'm now 

responsible for organising 

two craft sessions a week. 

 

We are the messy lot who 

take over some of  the 

downstairs tables on     

Tuesday mornings and 

Thursday afternoons and since October we've attempted making our own 

mini books, had a go at inchies, tried our hand at origami and mastered 

loads of  different craft tools. 

 

You may have noticed our work during the recent Christmas festivities. 

We've made the Little tree garlands strung from the beams and the     

mantelpiece decorations were also made by our crafty gang. 

 

A special mention goes to Elizabeth Robson who has spent many weeks 

constructing a stags head entirely from card and has just decided to make 

another. To Gary who's meticulously cutting out the pieces for his stags 

head and also designing his own purpose made travel bag and to Gail, 

Ian ,Robert, Barbara, Heather, Valerie, Michael and Derek and all the 

other have a go' ers for having a go. 

 

We are currently working on Spring floral decorations and are about to 

tackle Tea bag folding. 

 

If  you fancy getting crafty or if  you have any suggestions for crafty        

activities just pop by and say hi. 

 

Thanks Helen 

CRAFTY CHAOS 


